A.2 DEGREE PROGRAMS WITH A RESTRICTED NUMBER OF PLACES AND WITH A NATIONAL RANKING LIST

Medicine and Surgery taught in English - Hub of Medicine Orbassano and Candiolo

In order to enroll in this degree program with a national restricted number of places with a national ranking list students need to sit a selective admission test (IMAT) and place themselves in a useful position in the ranking list.

The timing and format of the IMAT test are decided by the Ministry of Universities and Research (MUR). There will be one single national ranking for EU candidates and non-EU candidates residing in Italy; while for non-EU candidates residing abroad there is one ranking list for each University.

For more information, see the Medicine and Surgery call for applications and its summary in English.

Italian Version of the A.2 section (Medicine and Surgery)
A.2 Degree programs with a restricted number of places and with a national ranking list

1. REGISTER TO THE ADMISSION TEST (IMAT)  
from 4 July until 15.00 (GMT+2) on 22 July 2022  
go to the national platform Universitaly and pay for the admission test (IMAT).

EXCLUSIVELY for those who are in possession of a foreign qualification and are not currently enrolled in a degree program of the same level at an Italian university, they MUST ALSO:  
fill in the Apply@Unito procedure from 10 May to 15 July 2022 or from 1 September to 12 September

If you are a person with disabilities and/or specific learning disorders, consult the dedicated section of the portal and remember to send your documentation to: ufficio.disabili@unito.it by 7 August 2022.

2. TAKE THE ADMISSION TEST (IMAT)  
13 September 2022

3. CHECK THE SCORE OBTAINED IN THE IMAT TEST  
on the national platform Universitaly  
YOUR PAPER AND YOUR PERSONAL DATA SHEET  
7 October 2022

4. CHECK the RANKING ON your MyUniTo  
14 October 2022

5.A IF YOUR STATUS IS ‘ASSIGNED/ASSEGNATO’ TO UniTo (which is your first choice)  
a. Register on the UniTo portal (only for prospective students) by following the Portal Registration Instructions.  
b. Pre-register to the admission call on the UniTo portal by following the path MyUniTo >> Admission exam and then selecting the call «One long-cycle degree program in MEDICINE AND SURGERY - reserved for EU and non-EU candidates residing in Italy»  
c. Enroll by following the path:  
MyUniTo >> Enrolments >> Matriculation  
d. Pay the first installment and upload the required attachments  
BY 15.00 (GMT+2) on the 4th WORKING DAY * from the publication/update of the ranking.

If you are in the "ASSIGNED/ASSEGNATO" status and you do not enroll within the deadlines, you lose the opportunity to enroll for the academic year 2022/2023.

• Including the day of publication/update of the ranking and excluding Saturdays/Sundays and holidays
5.B IF YOUR STATUS IS ‘BOOKED/PRENOTATO’ TO UniTo, you have two options:

❖ **ENROLLMENT OPTION**

- **Register** on the UniTo portal (only for prospective students)
- If you have not taken the IMAT test at UniTo, **register** to the admission call that you can find following the path MyUniTo >> Enrolments >> Admission exam, selecting the option «One long-cycle degree program in MEDICINE AND SURGERY - reserved for EU and non-EU candidates residing in Italy»
- **Register**, pay the first installment by following the path MyUniTo >> Enrolments >> Matriculation and upload the required attachments **BY 15.00 (GMT+2) on THE 4th WORKING DAY * from the publication/update of the ranking.**

❖ **RANKING UPDATE OPTION** (if you do not want to register to UniTo where you are booked and you want to wait for the ranking to be scrolled down).

You must present the "expression of interest/manifestazione di interesse" to remain in the ranking through the Universitaly portal by **12.00 (GMT+2) on the 5th WORKING DAY * subsequent to the publication/update of the ranking.**

If after the ranking update, your status is ‘ASSIGNED/ASSEGNATO’ to UniTo, follow the instructions at point 5.A

If after the ranking update, your status is ‘BOOKED/PRENOTATO’, follow the instructions at point 5.B

This process of updating the ranking is **repeated cyclically** until places are fully allocated.

• Including the day of publication/update of the ranking and excluding Saturdays/Sundays and holidays
Degree programs with a restricted number of places and with a national ranking list

5.C IF YOUR STATUS IS ‘WAITING/ATTESA’, you are not currently placed within the number of places available in any of the chosen universities. You will only be able to get a place if those in 'assigned/assegnato' and 'booked/prenotato' status who are ahead of you in the ranking list withdraw.

5.D IF YOUR STATUS IS ‘NO MORE PLACES AVAILABLE/FINE POSTI’, you are not placed within the number of places available in any of the universities you have chosen. You will only be able to get a place if those in 'assigned/assegnato', 'booked/prenotato', “waiting/in attesa” status who are ahead of you in the ranking list withdraw.

If your status is ‘WAITING/ATTESA’ or ‘NO PLACES AVAILABLE/FINE POSTI’ and you want to remain in the ranking in order to be able to be 'BOOKED/PRENOTATO' or 'ASSIGNED/ASSEGNATO' to UniTo in subsequent updates, you must present the expression of interest/MANIFESTAZIONE DI INTERESSE in the ranking through the Universitaly portal BY 12.00 (GMT+2) on the 5th WORKING DAY * following the national publication/update of the ranking.

RANKING UPDATE PROCESS
This process of updating the ranking is repeated cyclically until places are fully allocated.
If after the ranking update your status is:

- ‘ASSEGNATO’ follow the instructions at point 5.A
- ‘PRENOTATO’ follow the instructions at point 5.B
- ‘ATTESA’ follow the instructions at point 5.C
- ‘FINE POSTI’ follow the instructions at point 5.D

- Including the day of publication/update of the ranking and excluding Saturdays/Sundays and holidays
A.2 Degree programs with a restricted number of places and with a national ranking list

A.2 DEGREE PROGRAMS WITH A RESTRICTED NUMBER OF PLACES AND WITH NATIONAL RANKING

Medicine and Surgery taught in English - Hub of Medicine Orbassano and Candiolo
Non-EU candidates residing abroad and Chinese candidates of the Marco Polo Program

1. REGISTER TO THE ADMISSION TEST (IMAT) from 4 July until 15.00 (GMT+2) on 22 July 2022

Go to the national platform Universitaly and pay for the admission test.

EXCLUSIVELY for those who are in possession of a foreign qualification and are not currently enrolled in a study programme of the same level at an Italian university, they MUST ALSO:

for non-EU nationals residing abroad, complete the online pre-registration procedure for international students on the Universitaly website from 14 March to 22 July 2022

PLEASE NOTE:
- If you do not submit your application, you will be automatically excluded from the selection
- For Chinese candidates of the Marco Polo programme A.A. 2022/2023 project, having already submitted the application in 2021, they will not have to reapply through Universitaly.

If you are a person with disabilities and/or specific learning disorders consult the dedicated section of the portal and remember to send your documentation to: ufficio.disabili@unito.it by 7 August 2022.

1. REGISTER TO UniTO from 9.30 (GMT+2) on 1 August at 15.00 (GMT+2) on 24 August 2022

a. Register on the UniTo portal (only for prospective students) by following Portal Registration Instructions.

b. Register for the test on the UniTo.it portal by following the path MyUniTo >> Admission exam by selecting "one long-cycle degree programme in MEDICINE AND SURGERY-reserved to non-EU candidates residing abroad or chinese students participating in the Marco Polo Programme".
Degree programs with a restricted number of places and with a national ranking list

2. **TAKE THE ADMISSION TEST (IMAT)**  
   13 September 2022

4. **CHECK the RANKING ON your MyUniTo**  
   14 October 2022

A. **IF YOUR STATUS is ‘ADMITTED/AMMESSO’ to UniTo**
   c. **Enroll** by following the path:
      MyUniTo >> Enrolments >> Matriculation
   d. **Pay the first installment** and upload the required attachments
      **BY 15.00 (GMT+2) on the 4th WORKING DAY ** * from the publication/updating of the ranking.

B. **IF YOUR STATUS is ‘NOT ADMITTED/NON AMMESSO’ to UniTo**

   Wait for the reassignment by following the re-updates.

   If you are in the "ASSIGNED/ASSEGNATO" status and you do not enroll within the deadlines, **you lose the opportunity to enroll for** the academic year 2022/2023.